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Before answering the question-paper candidates

should ensure that they have been supplied to correct

and complete question-paper. No complaint, in this

regard, will be entertained after the examination.

Note : Attempt Five questions in all, selecting one

question from each Unit. All questions carry

equal marks.
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Unit I

1. (a) Explain different precautions that need

to be taken during open excavation. 8

(b) What is the purpose of providing shaft

in tunnel ? How location of shaft along

the tunnel is decided ? 7

2. What problems ground water can cause during

excavation ? How these problems can be solved

during deep excavations ? 15

Unit II

3. Write a detailed note on construction of Rigid

pavement and explain all the equipments used

during construction. 15

4. (a) What are the factors that need to be

considered for deciding location of natural

harbours along the coastline ? How are

man made harbours constructed ? 10

(b) Write a detailed note on laying of cross-

country pipeline. 5

Unit III

5. Which are the different blasting techniques

used ? What precautions are taken during

blasting ? 15

6. Why Dewatering is required during

construction of building ? How dewatering is

done and which are the equipments used ?

15

Unit IVs

7. (a) What is the procedure of Floor

Finishing ? What are the equipments used

for floor finishing ? 8

(b) Explain the process of production of

aggregate from rocks. Also state the

equipments used in this process. 7

8. Explain the different procedures for production

of concrete. How concrete is transferred and

poured at site ? What are the precautions that

need to be taken for pouring concrete ? 15
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